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Night Flying Woman-Ignatia Broker 2008-10-14
Oona Out of Order-Margarita Montimore 2020-02-25

In the accounts of the lives of several generations of Ojibway people in Minnesota is much information
about their history and culture.

NATIONAL BESTSELLER A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK AMAZON EDITORS' 20
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR PICK "With its countless epiphanies and surprises, Oona proves difficult to
put down." —USA Today "By turns tragic and triumphant, heartbreakingly poignant and joyful, this is
ultimately an uplifting and redemptive read." —The Guardian A remarkably inventive novel that
explores what it means to live a life fully in the moment, even if those moments are out of order. It’s
New Year’s Eve 1982, and Oona Lockhart has her whole life before her. At the stroke of midnight she
will turn nineteen, and the year ahead promises to be one of consequence. Should she go to London to
study economics, or remain at home in Brooklyn to pursue her passion for music and be with her
boyfriend? As the countdown to the New Year begins, Oona faints and awakens thirty-two years in the
future in her fifty-one-year-old body. Greeted by a friendly stranger in a beautiful house she’s told is her
own, Oona learns that with each passing year she will leap to another age at random. And so begins
Oona Out of Order... Hopping through decades, pop culture fads, and much-needed stock tips, Oona is
still a young woman on the inside but ever changing on the outside. Who will she be next year?
Philanthropist? Club Kid? World traveler? Wife to a man she’s never met? Surprising, magical, and
heart-wrenching, Margarita Montimore has crafted an unforgettable story about the burdens of time,
the endurance of love, and the power of family.

Oona-Alice Lyons 2020

Imaginary Girls-Nova Ren Suma 2011-06-14

Chloe's older sister, Ruby, is the girl everyone looks to and longs for, who can't be captured or caged.
When a night with Ruby's friends goes horribly wrong and Chloe discovers the dead body of her
classmate London Hayes left floating in the reservoir, Chloe is sent away from town and away from
Ruby. But Ruby will do anything to get her sister back, and when Chloe returns to town two years later,
deadly surprises await. As Chloe flirts with the truth that Ruby has hidden deeply away, the fragile line
between life and death is redrawn by the complex bonds of sisterhood. With palpable drama and
delicious craft, Nova Ren Suma bursts onto the YA scene with the story that everyone will be talking
about.
Oona and the Shark-Kelly DiPucchio 2022-07-07

Oona is one determined little mermaid, but she faces her biggest challenge yet in trying to make friends
with Stanley the shark. Whatever will she do? A fun-filled and gorgeously illustrated celebration of
friendship, creativity and perseverance.

Rearranged Life of Oona Lockhart-Margarita Montimore 2021-02-09

Oona-Kelly DiPucchio 2021-01-12

Flight-Oona Frawley 2014

This comical and heartfelt picture book is a winning celebration of invention, creativity, and friendship.
With gorgeous underwater scenes and a crowd-pleasing tale, this is one little mermaid who is here to
make a splash! New York Times bestselling author Kelly DiPucchio and Coretta Scott King Illustrator
Award winner Raissa Figueroa would like to introduce Oona—the big wide sea’s littlest mischief-maker.
Oona and her best friend Otto love to search for treasure…and often find trouble instead. Messy
trouble. Tricky trouble. Even shark-related trouble. That’s never stopped them before, though! After all,
no proper treasure hunt is without some adventure. But when the grandest treasure yet is stuck in a
deep, dark rift, Oona’s not sure if she can dive right in. What might be waiting for her in those unknown
waters?

Flight is the fascinating story of four travellers whose journeys intersect one winter in Dublin. Set in
Ireland in 2004 as a referendum on citizenship approaches, this impressive novel explores the themes
of travel and trouble, and has been hailed by theGuardianas a "new breed of novel."
Not 1983-Anonymous 1982-01-01

Bim, Bam, Bop ... and Oona-Jacqueline Briggs Martin 2022-04-12

An irresistible read-aloud picture book, in which a little odd-duck-out discovers her unique strengths
When these ducks go to the pond, it is Bim, Bam, Bop . . . and Oona, always last. They're all ducks, but
Bim, Bam, and Bop are runners, and Oona's a waddler. "Last is a blot on my life," she says to her frog
friend, Roy. "I don't feel as big as a duck should feel." But she's good with gizmos, Roy reminds her. So
Oona tinkers with things, scraps, and strings, and eventually creates just the right gadget to get her to
the pond first. Spunky Oona will inspire and delight all who see her final triumphant creation. With its
fun read-aloud words (from Brrrrrring to OOO-hoolie-hoo!), her story is wonderful to hear. Its charming
illustrations invite readers to imagine our own new gizmos, and her victory reminds us to look for our
own special gifts. A tale about being true to yourself, building confidence, and finding friendship, Bim,
Bam, Bop . . . and Oona is sure to bring smiles to readers and listeners of all ages.

Acts of Violet-Margarita Montimore 2022-07-05

From Margarita Montimore, the author of GMA Book Club pick and national bestseller Oona Out of
Order, Acts of Violet is a dazzling and twisty new novel about a famous magician who disappears,
leaving her sister to figure out what really happened. Nearly a decade ago, iconic magician Violet Volk
performed her greatest trick yet: vanishing mid-act. Though she hasn’t been seen since, her hold on the
public hasn’t wavered. While Violet sought out the spotlight, her sister Sasha, ever the responsible one,
took over their mother’s salon and built a quiet life for her daughter, Quinn. But Sasha can never seem
to escape her sister’s orbit or her memories of their unresolved, tumultuous relationship. Then there’s
Cameron Frank, determined to finally get his big break hosting a podcast devoted to all things
Violet—though keeping his job hinges on an exclusive interview with Sasha, the last person who wants
to talk to him. As the ten-year anniversary approaches, the podcast picks up steam, and Cameron’s
pursuit of Sasha becomes increasingly intrusive. He isn’t the only one wondering what secrets she
might be keeping: Quinn, loyal to the aunt she always idolized, is doing her own investigating.
Meanwhile, Sasha begins to experience an unsettling series of sleepwalking episodes and coincidences,
which all lead back to Violet. Pushed to her emotional limits, Sasha must finally confront the most
painful truths about her sister, and herself, even at the risk of losing everything. Alternating between
Sasha’s narration and Cameron’s podcast transcripts, interspersed with documents that offer a
tantalizing peek at Violet herself, Acts of Violet is an utterly original, propulsive story of fame,
deception, and forgiveness that will make you believe in magic.

The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook-Joanne Rocklin 2012-04-01

Oona has found a very special egg. Oh, how she loves her baby! She'll do anything to protect this egg
until it hatches. Then she can find out what's inside, even though it might just gobble her up! But
Oona's precious bundle of eggy joy may never see the light of day. It seems everyone wants Oona's egg.
Her little brother, Thunk, that smelly kid, Bruce Brute, and a bunch of others in her West Wog world all
want a piece of Oona's treasure. Oona the protector, Oona the curious, Oona the mighty will do
whatever it takes to safeguard her darling. No one will get their grimy, Cro-Magnony hands on her egg.
Because, more than anything, Oona wants something of her very own to care for. National Book Award
finalist Adele Griffin pairs with artist Mike Wu to deliver a cast of lovable, primitive family and friends
in West Wog. The stories pop with adventure, original language, and an unstoppable protagonist who is
as adorable as the egg she's working so hard to protect.

In this warmhearted middle-grade novel, Oona and her brother, Fred, love their cat Zook (short for
Zucchini), but Zook is sick. As they conspire to break him out of the vet’s office, convinced he can only
get better at home with them, Oona tells Fred the story of Zook’s previous lives, ranging in style from
fairy tale to grand epic to slice of life. Each of Zook’s lives has echoes in Oona’s own family life, which is
going through a transition she’s not yet ready to face. Her father died two years ago, and her mother
has started a relationship with a man named Dylan—whom Oona secretly calls “the villain.” The truth
about Dylan, and about Zook’s medical condition, drives the drama in this loving family story. Praise for
The Five Lives of Our Cat Zook STARRED REVIEW "Rocklin’s characters are fully developed: readers
will be invested. Set in Oakland, readers are also treated to a refreshingly authentic child’s view of a
diverse city. The only imperfection in this novel is that it ends." —Booklist, starred review “Oona’s
character is a combination of Harriet the Spy in curiosity and Anastasia in spunk. Another emotionally
satisfying outing from Rocklin; hanky recommended.” —Kirkus Reviews "Just as she did in One Day and
One Amazing Morning on Orange Street, Rocklin intertwines her characters so smartly that the many
coincidences and serendipitous events feel organic to the story. The story’s ending—bittersweet,
inevitable, and true—offers much-needed catharsis for the family and for anyone who has ever loved a
pet." —The Horn Book "This heartwarming family tale is filled with resilient and thoughtful characters
who are willing to learn from their mistakes. Readers who enjoy the novels of Jeanne Birdsall and Leslie
Crunch will appreciate this charming story." —School Library Journal "There is a strong sense of place
in this loving story with the ending sure to generate some tears. This would make a strong library
lesson extension activity." —Library Media Connection Awards SCBWI’s Golden Kite Award for Fiction 2012 Dorothy Canfield Fisher Book Award Rebecca Caudill Young Readers’ Book Award

Oona Living in the Shadows-Jane Scovell 2009-09-26

Rebelwing-Andrea Tang 2020

A biography of the life of the enigmatic daughter of Eugene O'Neill & wife of Charlie Chaplin,
encompassing her intriguing family members & circle of friends.

"Mixing everything that's best about dragons, dystopia, and generational conflict, Tang delivers a high
flying debut that pulls no punches." --E.K. Johnston, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Things just
got weird for Prudence Wu. One minute, she's cashing in on a routine smuggling deal. The next, she's
escaping enforcers on the wings of what very much appears to be a sentient cybernetic dragon. Pru is
used to life throwing her some unpleasant surprises--she goes to prep school, after all, and selling
banned media across the border in a country with a ruthless corporate government obviously has its
risks. But a cybernetic dragon? That's new. She tries to forget about the fact that the only reason she's
not in jail is because some sort of robot saved her, and that she's going to have to get a new side job
now that enforcers are on to her. So she's not exactly thrilled when Rebelwing shows up again. Even
worse, it's become increasingly clear that the rogue machine has imprinted on her permanently, which
means she better figure out this whole piloting-a-dragon thing--fast. Because Rebelwing just happens to
be the ridiculously expensive weapon her government needs in a brewing war with its neighbor, and
Pru's the only one who can fly it. Set in a wonderfully inventive near-future Washington, D.C., this
hilarious, defiant debut sparkles with wit and wisdom, deftly exploring media consumption, personal
freedoms, and the weight of one life as Pru, rather reluctantly, takes to the skies.

Oona Finds an Egg (The Oodlethunks #1)-Adele Griffin 2016-01-05

The Internationalists-Oona A. Hathaway 2017-09-12

“An original book…about individuals who used ideas to change the world” (The New Yorker)—the
fascinating exploration into the creation and history of the Paris Peace Pact, an often overlooked but
transformative treaty that laid the foundation for the international system we live under today. In 1928,
the leaders of the world assembled in Paris to outlaw war. Within the year, the treaty signed that day,
known as the Peace Pact, had been ratified by nearly every state in the world. War, for the first time in
history, had become illegal. But within a decade of its signing, each state that had gathered in Paris to
renounce war was at war. And in the century that followed, the Peace Pact was dismissed as an act of
folly and an unmistakable failure. This book argues that the Peace Pact ushered in a sustained march
toward peace that lasts to this day. A “thought-provoking and comprehensively researched book” (The
Wall Street Journal), The Internationalists tells the story of the Peace Pact through a fascinating and
diverse array of lawyers, politicians, and intellectuals. It reveals the centuries-long struggle of ideas
over the role of war in a just world order. It details the brutal world of conflict the Peace Pact helped
extinguish, and the subsequent era where tariffs and sanctions take the place of tanks and gunships.
The Internationalists is “indispensable” (The Washington Post). Accessible and gripping, this book will
change the way we view the history of the twentieth century—and how we must work together to
protect the global order the internationalists fought to make possible. “A fascinating and challenging
book, which raises gravely important issues for the present…Given the state of the world, The
Internationalists has come along at the right moment” (The Financial Times).

Asleep from Day-Margarita Montimore 2018-01-04

Astrid can't remember the best day of her life: yesterday. A traumatic car accident erases Astrid's
memories of September 9th, the day she spent with an oddly charming stranger named Theo. Ever
since, she's been haunted by surreal dreams and an urgent sense that she's forgotten something
important. One night, she gets a mysterious call from Oliver, who knows more about her than he should
and claims he can help her remember. She accepts his help, even as she questions his motives and
fights a strange attraction to him. In order to find Theo and piece together that lost day in September,
Astrid must navigate a maze of eccentric Boston nightlife, from the seedy corners of Chinatown to a
drug-fueled Alice-in-Wonderland-themed party to a club where everyone dresses like the dead. In
between headaches and nightmares, she struggles to differentiate between memory, fantasy, and
reality, and starts to wonder if Theo really exists. Eventually, she'll need to choose between continuing

Hidden Star-Patrice Chaplin 1995

Biography of Oona O'Neill Chaplin, widow of Charlie Chaplin
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will keep [readers] enrapt." --Booklist, starred review "A richly imaginative fantasy that brings to mind
Joan Aiken's Wolves Chronicles with a dash of Roald Dahl . . . Strong world-building joins lyrical prose
and a fine leavening of humor, adventure, and magic, to make a winning combination." --SLJ Praise for
The Boy, the Bird & the Coffin Maker: * "Woods has penned a gentle fable, one rich in hope that
promotes the strength of kindness. Her magical realism nods to the like of Isabel Allende and Gabriel
García Márquez, perfectly tailoring the genre for a middle-grade audience. Anuska Allepuz's whimsical
illustrations add to the magical feel. Sweet, earnest and not to be missed." --Shelf Awareness, starred
review * "Elegantly told from start to finish and enhanced by Allepuz's evocative images and
decorations, debut author Woods has created a fairy tale that will linger with readers." --Publishers
Weekly, starred review * "This uplifting book will enthrall readers, enveloping them in its gentle
charm." --Booklist, starred review

her search for him or following her growing feelings for Oliver. Astrid might go to extreme lengths to
find what she's lost... or might lose even more in her pursuit to remember (like her sanity).
Your Favorite Band Cannot Save You-Scotto Moore 2019-02-05

Your Favorite Band Cannot Save You is a story of music, obsession, violence, and madness by Scotto
Moore I was home alone on a Saturday night when I experienced the most beautiful piece of music I
had ever heard in my life. Beautiful Remorse is the hot new band on the scene, releasing one track a
day for ten days straight. Each track has a mysterious name and a strangely powerful effect on the
band's fans. A curious music blogger decides to investigate the phenomenon up close by following
Beautiful Remorse on tour across Texas and Kansas, realizing along the way that the band’s lead
singer, is hiding an incredible, impossible secret. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

House Music-Oona King 2013-02-18

Good Night, Beautiful Moon-Penguin Young Readers Licenses 2017-09-12

How does it feel to lose your job in front of ten million people? To ask a Government Whip for time to
see your husband? To represent the Secretary of State for Health at a family planning clinic on the day
you fail your fifth IVF cycle? To be loved and hated by people who don't even know you? To be the
second black woman elected to Parliament? To be a Jewish woman representing a largely Muslim
constituency? To be the only MP who likes house music? A decade is a long time in politics, and in these
candid diaries Oona King shows how she has changed since becoming an MP in 1997. From the intense
strain on her marriage, to her desperate struggle to have a baby, Oona reveals how she chose to
abandon her political ambition in favour of another: to have a life.

Welcome to Puffin Rock—home to two young puffins, Oona and Baba. Join them on their adventures
from the Netflix series, Puffin Rock. Oona can't wait to see the moon tonight because it will be a
supermoon—super big and super bright. But Oona doesn't normally stay up so late. Can she stay awake
until moonrise?
5 Worlds Book 5: The Emerald Gate-Mark Siegel 2022-01-18

Oona and her friends face their ultimate challenge in the final installment of the graphic sci-fi fantasy
series that's Star Wars meets Avatar: The Last Airbender! In the epic conclusion to the 5 Worlds series,
the final battle looms as Oona, Jax, and An Tzu travel to the treacherous world of Grimbo (E)! There,
Oona must light the last beacon to save the 5 Worlds, but first she has to find it! When Jax saves an old
friend, Oona is given a clue to the green beacon's location. Unfortunately, the journey to lighting it on
this strange, watery planet is the most dangerous yet. Meanwhile, Stan Moon has one more trick up his
sleeve as his frightening powers and mysterious connection to An Tzu continue to grow. How can Oona
ever hope to beat him? Can she count on her friends or will a terrible betrayal mean the 5 Worlds will
be lost to evil forever? The 5 Worlds series: #1: The Sand Warrior, #2: The Cobalt Prince, #3: The Red
Maze, #4: The Amber Anthem, #5: The Emerald Gate

What Lives in the Ocean?-Oona Gaarder-Juntti 2008-08-15

This book includes an overview of the ocean as well as a map showing where each ocean is located.
Beautiful, rich, oversized photos enhance the pages along with basic information and an additional
factoid about the specific animals living in the ocean.
-

The Rearranged Life of Oona Lockhart-Margarita Montimore 2020-03-05

A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK! 'By turns tragic and triumphant, heartbreakingly
poignant and joyful, this is ultimately an uplifting and redemptive read' Guardian What if you lived
every year of your life in the wrong order? Brooklyn, 1982. Oona Lockhart is about to celebrate her
19th birthday and ring in the New Year. But at the stroke of midnight, she is torn from her friends and
boyfriend, finding herself in her fifty-one-year-old body, thirty-two years into the future. Greeted by a
friendly stranger, Oona learns that on every birthday she will leap into a different age at random. Still a
young woman on the inside, but ever changing on the outside, who will she be next year? Wealthy
philanthropist? Nineties Club Kid? World traveller? Wife to a man she's never met? As she struggles
between fighting her fate and accepting it, Oona must learn to navigate a life that's out of order - but is
it broken? Surprising, magical and heart-wrenching, Margarita Montimore's debut is an uplifting
joyride through an ever-changing world that shows us the endurance of love, the power of family and
what it means to truly live in the moment. 'A heartfelt novel that celebrates its implausibility with a
unique joie de vivre' Kirkus 'This witty, fantastical exploration of life's inevitable changes is surprising
and touching' Publishers Weekly 'A clever, clever read . . . A wonderful and exciting read about living in
the moment' Woman's Way 'Reminiscent of Liane Moriarty's What Alice Forgot and Kate Atkinson's Life
After Life, Oona is a delightfully freewheeling romp' Booklist (starred review)

Oona : Mountain Wind-Jasjit Mansingh 2001

Jasjit Weaves A Magic Spell Of Wisdom Around Her Personal Tragedy-Her Daughter Oona Died
Tragically Young At 33 While Working Amongst The Villagers Of Kumaon. Private Suffering Has Been
Transmited Into A Classic For Public Conqures Up The Vibrant Personality Of Her Daughter. Jasjit
Mansingh Finds An Answer For Her Grief In Eternal Life And Inner Peace.
The Memory Thief-Emily Colin 2012

One man's vow to his wife sparks a remarkable journey that tests the pull of memory and reaffirms the
bonds of love. What he discovers will require a leap of faith that will change all of their lives forever.
Mrs. McCool and the Giant Cuhullin-Jessica Souhami 2002-03

The very clever Oona saves her husband, the giant Finn McCool, by outwitting Cuhullin, who seeks to
prove that he is the strongest giant in the world by beating Finn. 10,000 first printing.
Trio-Aram Saroyan 1986

The Eldritch Heart-Matthew S. Cox 2019-07-09

Princess Oona Talomir enjoys the little things that come with her station: a handmaiden, her lavish
bedchamber, and scores of fancy dresses―the duty to win a decades’ long war, not so much. Oh, did I
mention assassins? Seers foretold the conflict would end by her hand. From the moment she drew her
first breath, the neighboring kingdom has been trying to kill her so she could not grow powerful enough
to destroy them. Fearing for his daughter’s life, the king has kept her confined to the castle grounds for
most of her sixteen years. With the tide of war turning against them, the burden of her crown becomes
too much to bear, yet one thing lifts her spirits amid the gloom. Her servant girl, Kitlyn. Alas, in a
kingdom obsessed with the god of purity, she is terrified to confess her forbidden love. When her father
makes a demand she cannot abide―marry a prince to forge a military alliance―Oona panics. He is
handsome and honorable, but he’s not Kitlyn. Unable to admit why she cannot obey, Oona does the only
thing she can think of, and runs away. Alone and unprepared in the wilderness, she prays the gods will
let Kitlyn find her—before the assassins do.

Hello, Little Egg!-Penguin Young Readers Licenses 2017-09-12

Welcome to Puffin Rock—home to two young puffins, Oona and Baba. Join them on their adventures
from the Netflix series, Puffin Rock. Oona, Baba, and Mossy are out playing when they discover a
mysterious egg. It's a race against time as they try to find the parents before it hatches!
The Inseparables-Stuart Nadler 2016-07-19

One of Kirkus' Best Books of 2016 Crisis is looming for three generations of the Olyphant family. In less
than a year, Henrietta has lost her husband and nearly all of her money, and is about to lose her hardwon anonymity. After a lifetime spent trying to outrun the humiliation her own book caused her,
Henrietta has reluctantly agreed to a reissue of The Inseparables, the salaciously filthy and critically
despised bestseller she wrote decades earlier. At the same time, her daughter, Oona, has moved back
home to the house that Henrietta needs to sell. Oona is in the middle of a divorce from her husband,
Spencer, a corporate-law refugee, stay-at-home dad, and unapologetic stoner. And Oona's teenage
daughter, Lydia, away at boarding school, is facing an onslaught of scrutiny and shame when a nude
photo of her goes viral. The trouble only gets worse: Henrietta makes an upsetting discovery about her
late husband; Oona embarks on a disastrous affair; and Lydia must deal with an ex-boyfriend who is
determined to wreak havoc. Over the course of a few tumultuous days, the Olyphant women must come
to terms with their past and try to reimagine their future. Incisive, moving, and wickedly funny, The
Inseparables examines what happens when our most carefully constructed ideas about our lives
unravel, and we begin to reinvent ourselves--and our family--anew.

Shapes in Food-Oona Gaarder-Juntti 2014-09-01

Shapes are everywhere! Shapes in Food helps introduce young readers to various shapes found in daily
life, from a cube of cheese to a triangle pizza slice. Simple sentences along with large eye-catching
photographs help illustrate the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes found in food. Prompts for
recognizing shapes at the beginning and end of the book help strengthen vocabulary, math
comprehension, and critical thinking skills. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Super SandCastle is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Puffin Rock: Hello Little Egg- 2017-07-06

We All Looked Up-Tommy Wallach 2015-03-24

The lives of four high school seniors intersect weeks before a meteor is set to pass through Earth's
orbit, with a 66.6% chance of striking and destroying all life on the planet. Simultaneous eBook.

Welcome to Puffin Rock - home to two young and fun puffins, Oona and Baba. Join this delightful pair as
they discover their island and embark on new and exciting adventures. With beautiful and nostalgic
illustrations, these characters are set to become firm preschool favourites.

An Elephant in the Garden-Michael Morpurgo 2014-10-15

Wild Ride-Keith Calabrese 2022-04-05

An Elephant in the Garden is Simon Reade’s new adaptation of Michael Morpurgo’s best-selling
children’s novel. 1945. Dresden, Germany. Lizzie, her mother – and an elephant from the zoo, flee the
Allied fire-bombing in the end-game of the Second World War. Escaping the Allies’ advance from the
West – and also the advancing Russian armies from the East – this extraordinary trio of refugees meet:
a downed RAF officer, cowering in a barn; a homeless school choir on the run and their Countess
saviour, harbouring them from the Nazis; and the mechanised American cavalry, appearing over the
horizon. It is Lizzie’s story – but Marlene, the elephant, is the heroine. Plodding, obdurate,
opportunistic, loadbearing, indestructible, cheering – Marlene embodies the stubbornness of the human
will and how it will do everything to survive.

Swindle meets Ferris Bueller's Day Off in this action-filled comedy! No parents. No rules. No curfew.
Things are about to get dangerous... The grownups are out-of-town, and for Charley Decker that means
one thing: a last epic weekend with her older brother Greg before he leaves for college. Bring on the
burgers, milkshakes, and movie marathons! So when Greg ditches Charley for a date night downtown,
she’s kind of crushed. Worse, he gets their mom's boyfriend’s super-expensive, super-rare Mustang
towed and needs Charley’s help to get it back. What's an unsupervised seventh grader to do? Grab her
best friends, sneak into the city, pull off the ultimate car heist, and then make Greg pay, of course! Only
now the Mustang has a new feature in the trunk: a stowaway named Mitch who’s guarding a worldchanging secret. And a pair of seriously big, seriously scary dudes are after him. What follows is an allnight race around the clock as Charley and her friends try to dodge the twin terrors, save Mitch, fix a
sibling squabble...and get the Mustang home before morning!

The Girl Who Sailed the Stars-Matilda Woods 2019

Adventure, friendship, and magical realism come together in this heartwarming, whimsical story.
Perfect for fans of A Snicker of Magic and The Penderwicks. When Oona Britt was born in the magical
town of Nordlor, where all of the homes are built from wrecked ships, her parents never expected her
to be a girl. Having listened to a faulty prediction from a washed-up soothsayer, they were promised a
"bold and brave son," so as the youngest of seven sisters, Oona's birth became a disappointment -especially to her sea captain father, who doesn't believe there's a place for girls aboard ships. But Oona
is different from the rest of her family. She longs for adventure and knowledge. So she steals aboard
her father's ship just as he's about to set sail for his annual winter whale hunt, and suddenly finds
herself in the midst of a grand adventure! The ship has its own sea cat, Barnacles, and a navigator
named Haroyld, who show Oona how to follow the stars. But for all that, Oona's father is furious. Can
she prove to him that she's worth his love and pride, even though she's not the bold and brave son he
was promised? This follow-up to The Boy, the Bird & the Coffin Maker carries just as much heart and
charm as Matilda Woods's first novel. The characters, story, and illustrations will dazzle readers. Praise
for The Girl Who Sailed the Stars: * "Woods's intoxicating mix of whimsical details and taut adventure
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What Lives in Antarctica?-Oona Gaarder-Juntti 2010-09-01

This book includes an overview of Antarctica as well as a map showing where it is located. Beautiful,
rich, oversized photos enhance the pages along with basic information and an additional factoid about
the specific animals living in Antarctica.
What Lives in the Prairie?-Oona Gaarder-Juntti 2008-08-15

This book includes an overview of prairies as well as a map showing where they are located. Beautiful,
rich, oversized photos enhance the pages along with basic information and an additional factoid about
the specific animals living in prairies.
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